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Abstract—A number of methods for cooperative localization
has been proposed, but most of them provide only location
estimate, without associated uncertainty. On the other hand,
nonparametric belief propagation (NBP), which provides approximated posterior distributions of the location estimates, is
expensive mostly because of the transmission of the particles. In
this paper, we propose a novel approach to reduce communication
overhead for cooperative positioning using NBP. It is based on:
i) communication of the beliefs (instead of the messages), ii)
approximation of the belief with Gaussian mixture of very few
components, and iii) censoring. According to our simulations
results, these modifications reduce significantly communication
overhead while providing the estimates almost as accurate as the
transmission of the particles.
Index Terms—Cooperative localization, nonparametric belief
propagation, communication cost, censoring, message approximation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cooperative localization in wireless networks is an important problem, as the availability of location estimate can enable
many applications [1]–[3], such as firefighters localization,
asset tracking, emergency services and search-and-rescue. We
consider the case in which some small number of sensors,
called anchor nodes, obtain their coordinates via GPS or
by installing them at points with known coordinates, and
the rest, target nodes, must determine their own coordinates
using the anchor nodes, and measured inter-sensor distances.
Distances can be obtained [1], [2], [4] using time of arrival
(TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA), or received signal
strength (RSS). If reference sensors were capable of highpower transmission, they would be able to make measurements
with all anchor nodes (single-hop positioning). However, it is
preferable to use energy-conserving devices without energy
necessary for long-range communication. In this case, each
sensor only has available noisy measurements of its distance
to several neighboring sensors (not necessarily anchor nodes).
This technique, also known as multi-hop (or cooperative)
localization [1], [3], [5] is fully distributed since each target
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node is responsible to locate itself using only information from
its neighborhood.
In the state-of-the-art, there are a lot of methods for cooperative localization (see [1], [6]–[8] and references therein),
but most of them provide only location estimate, without
associated uncertainty. These methods are known as deterministic (or non-Bayesian) methods. On the other hand, wellknown Bayesian method, nonparametric belief propagation
(NBP) [9], provides approximated posterior distributions of
the location estimates (as set of weighted particles). However,
it is expensive mostly because of the transmission of the
particles. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to reduce
communication overhead for cooperative positioning based on
NBP. It is based on: i) communication of the beliefs (instead
of the messages), ii) approximation of the belief with Gaussian
mixture of very few components, and iii) censoring (i.e., only
informative data have been transmitted). To the best of our
knowledge, these ideas are not already applied for this application. According to our simulations results, these modifications
reduce significantly communication overhead while providing
the estimates almost as accurate as the transmission of the
particles (even in the presence of outliers).
II. C OOPERATIVE L OCALIZATION USING
N ONPARAMETRIC B ELIEF P ROPAGATION
Let us assume that we have Ns sensors (Na anchors and
Nt targets) scattered in some region. The 2D location of
sensor r is denoted by xr . The target node u obtains a noisy
measurement dru of its distance from some neighboring node
r:
dru = kxr − xu k + vru
vru ∼ pv
(1)
where, for the noise vru , we can assume that pv is Gaussian
(for TOA), log-Gaussian (for RSS), or empirical distribution obtained by experimentation in appropriate environment
[10], [11]. This measurement provides us likelihood function
p(dru |xr , xu ) between each pair of neighboring sensors (r, u).
In addition, each sensor r has some prior distribution denoted
pr (xr ). Then, the joint posterior probability density distribution (PDF) is given by:
Y
Y
p(x1 , ..., xNt |{dru }) ∝
p(dru |xr , xu )
pr (xr )
(r,u)∈E

r∈V

(2)
where (V,E) is an undirected graph which consists of a set
of nodes (or vertices) V, and a set of edges E. We also need
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to define detection area. For large-scale sensor networks, it is
reasonable to assume that only a subset of pairwise distances
will be available, primarily between sensors which are located
within the some radius R. For simplicity, we use this model,
but better approximations can be also used [9].
Our goal is to compute the posterior marginal PDF
p(xn |{dru }) (for each target node n) by marginalizing the joint
PDF. However, it is not tractable for the localization problem
since the computational time grows exponentially with the
number of targets. Therefore, we resort to message passing
methods, which are usual choice [9], [12] to approximately
solve such problems.
A. Belief propagation (BP)
Belief propagation [12] is a way of organizing the “global”
computation of marginal beliefs in terms of smaller local
computations within the graph. It is one of the best-known
message passing methods for distributed inference in many
applications. The whole computation takes a time proportional
to the number of links in the graph, which is significantly less
than the exponentially large time that would be required to
compute posteriors marginals naively.
For cooperative localization, we choose Markov Random
Field (MRW) as underlying graphical model. In that case, we
can compute the joint PDF as product of potentials over each
of the graph’s cliques [9]. For localization, we only need potential functions defined over variables associated with single
nodes and pairs of nodes. Single-node potential ψr (xr ) (prior
information about position) at each node r, and the pairwise
potential (likelihood function ψru (xr , xu ) = p(dru |xr , xu ))
between nodes r and u, are respectively given by:
ψr (xr ) = pr (xr ),

(3)

ψru (xr , xu ) = pv (dru − kxr − xu k).

(4)

Using (2), we can write the joint posterior PDF, as function
of potentials:
Y
Y
p(x1 , ..., xNt |{dru }) ∝
ψr (xr )
ψru (xr , xu ) (5)
r∈V

(r,u)∈E

Now we can marginalize this PDF using BP, and use the
mean value of this marginal and its associated uncertainty to
characterize the target positions. We will use iterative form
of BP algorithm [9], in order to adapt it to the localization
scenario, where it is more practical to compute beliefs in
each iteration, and use them to update messages. The belief
(approximation of the posterior marginal PDF1 ) at a node r at
iteration i (Mri (xr )) is proportional to the product of the local
evidence at that node ψr (xr ), and all the messages coming
into node r:
Y
Mri (xr ) ∝ ψr (xr )
miut (xr )
(6)
u∈Gr

where xr is a state of node r, and Gr denotes the neighbors of
node r. The messages are determined by the message update
1 In

case of tree-like graphs, we can obtain exact marginals.

rule:
miur (xr )

Z
∝

ψur (xr , xu )
xu

Mui−1 (xu )
dxu
i−1
mru
(xu )

(7)

In the first iteration of this algorithm it is necessary to initialize
m1ur = 1 and Mr1 = pr for all u, r, and then repeat
computation using (6) and (7) until sufficiently converge. It
is usually sufficient to run until all unknown nodes obtain
information from minimum 3 non-collinear anchor nodes. For
the prior of node r, we use uniform distribution within the
bounded box, in which the node r is localized [10], [13].
Due to the presence of nonlinear relationships and potentially (highly) non-Gaussian uncertainties, we have to use
nonparametric version of BP (NBP). Hence, the beliefs and
message update equations, (6) and (7), are performed using
particle-based approximations (more details in [9], [10]).
In contrast to non-Bayesian approaches, the main advantage
of NBP is the ability to provide information about location
estimation uncertainties, which are not necessarily Gaussian.
Furthermore, it is a naturally distributed method, and it converges after a very small number of iterations. However, BP
(and NBP) are not exact in networks with loops [12] due to the
double counting problem, i.e., a situation in which the same
evidence (as part of the message) is passed around the network
multiple times and mistaken for new evidence. This will likely
cause overconfident beliefs of the position estimates. Some
solutions for this problem can be found in [10], [14], [15] and
references therein.
Although mobile positioning is beyond the scope of this
paper, NBP can be easily extended. There are two well-known
frameworks in the state-of-the-art: one based on factor graph
[16], and other based on Markov Random Field [17]. The
latter one is sufficient for the distance-based method (as in
our case). However, the model based on factor graph is more
general, since it can model higher-order interactions (not only
pairwise).
III. R EDUCING C OMMUNICATION OVERHEAD
Our goal is to decrease communication cost by: i) communicating beliefs instead of the messages, ii) approximating
the packages without significant effect on localization performance, and iii) censoring, i.e., avoiding the transmission of
uninformative data.
A. Transmission of the beliefs
Naturally, one can assume that the messages should be transmitted between each pairs of the neighboring nodes. However,
this will make huge communication overhead since each node
would need to send one message to each of the neighbors.
Obviously, the main problem of this approach is that it does
not take the advantage of the broadcast in sensor network (i.e.,
the transmitted message is needed at just one neighbor, not all).
If we recall equation (7), we can see that the messages are
computed using i) current belief of the node which transmits
the message, ii) pairwise potential which includes information
about distance, and iii) outgoing message from the previous
iteration. Since the distance measurements can be obtained
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by each node (by sensing, prior to localization) and stored in
memory, they should not be transmitted. However, the problem
is that each node has only incoming messages, but it can
be easily solved by computing the messages twice: once at
source node, and once at destination node. Thus, only particles
of the beliefs, which are not available at destination node,
should be transmitted. The main benefit of this approach is
that each node has to broadcast only one package2 instead of
nd packages in case of message transmission (where nd is
node degree). This is paid by slight increase in computation,
since the messages must be computed twice. However, the
communication is usually much energy-consuming than computation (according to [1], [18], the energy required to transmit
one bit, could be used to execute thousands instructions).
B. Package Approximation
For the described protocol, we would need to transmit Np
particles (i.e., Np weights, and 2Np coordinates). However,
we can avoid this using following approximations:
• We resample with replacement in order to avoid transmission of the weights. This is already done as part of
NBP algorithm (see [9], [10]).
• The bandwidth (which controls the variance of the kernel
density estimate of the beliefs [9], [10]) can be computed
using unweighted set of particles, so it should not be
transmitted.
• We approximate unweighted particles with Gaussian mixture, and transmit only their parameters. Upon receive, we
re-draw set of particles from this mixture.
Obviously, first two approximations, practically do not
affect accuracy. Regarding last approximation, we expect
that (given sufficient mixture components) it will not affect
significantly the localization performance. Since the main
problem of cooperative localization is the presence of multimodal beliefs (caused by non-rigid graphs and/or multi-modal
measurement noise), we expect that Gaussian mixture of very
few components is appropriate choice. We cluster unweighted
set of particles using standard k-means algorithm [19].
C. Package censoring
Additional approximations can be done using package
censoring, i.e., avoiding transmission of the packages which
provide very small amount of information. To that end, we do
the following:
• At first iteration, we only transmit the bounds of the
bounded box (i.e., 4 scalar values, which define the
rectangle). Then, the particles can be drawn at destination
node.
• We do not transmit beliefs in last iterations since they
will never be used to update messages.
• Packages from anchor nodes are never transmitted (except
their coordinates, if not known in advance).
2 We use term “packages” for the scalar data that will be transmitted, in
contrast to term “messages” which refers to NBP messages, which are (in
proposed protocol) never transmitted.

We do not transmit beliefs at iteration i which are similar
to the beliefs in iteration i − 1. The similarity can be
measured using Kullback Leibler divergence (KLD). If
KLD between these beliefs is smaller than predefined
threshold δKLD , the belief should not be transmitted.
• We do not transmit parameters of mixture components
which have very small weights (less than predefined
threshold δw ).
We expect that these steps will reduce significantly the
communication overhead. The parameters δKLD and δw are
application dependent, and can be used to make trade-off
between accuracy and the cost.
•

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
We conducted several simulations to analyse the the effect
of package approximation and censoring. We assume that
there are Na = 4 anchor nodes and Nt = 10 target nodes,
deployed in 100m x 100m area. The anchors are deterministically placed (near the edges of the deployment area). The
parameters are set to the following values: number of particles
Np = 500, communication radius R = 20m, number of
iterations Niter = 5, thresholds δKLD = 0.2, δw = 0.01, and
number of Monte Carlo runs NM C = 200. The parameters
of the measurement noise (which is two-component Gaussian
mixture) are as follow: µdru = (0, 0.3dru ), σd = (1m, 1m)
and wd = (0.6, 0.4). Thus, the second component of the
Gaussian mixture is outlier proportional to the true distance.
We start by analysing the KLD between approximated belief
and particle-based belief w.r.t. number of mixture components
Nm . According to Figure 1, we can see that KLD is decreasing
as we increase Nm , as expected. In case of Gaussian noise, we
just need 3 or 4 mixture components3 , but if we add outliers,
we will need few more mixture components. To see how this
approximation affects the error, we analyse the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) for different approximations of the
beliefs (particle-based, and beliefs represented with Nm = 1,
Nm = 3, Nm = 5 mixture components). As we can see in
Figure 2, 5-mixture approximation achieve almost the same
accuracy as particle-based approximation. However, number
of mixture components should be a tuning parameter, which
will allow the user to make trade-off between accuracy and
cost. Note also that package censoring proposed in Section
III-C does not affect accuracy at all (i.e., we obtain almost the
same curves as in Figure 2).
Finally, assuming Nm = 5, we analyse the communication
cost per node. According to Table I, we can conclude the
following:
• Transmission of the belief decrease the cost nd = 2.55
times (nd is node degree, excluding anchors).
• Mixture approximation significantly decreases communication cost (96%). In our case (with Nm = 5), we just
need to transmit parameteres: mean values (2Nm Niter =
50 packages), the variances (2Nm Niter = 50 packages,
assuming diagonal covariance matrix), and the weights
((Nm − 1)Niter = 20 packages) .
3 Note that Gaussian noise does not lead to Gaussian posteriors due to the
nonlinearity. In non-rigid graph, they can be multi-modal or circular.
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1.5

significantly communication overhead while keeping almost
the same accuracy of the location estimates. According to
our results, it is sufficient to use 3-5 mixture components,
even in the presence of outliers. For the future research,
it would be interesting to see how proposed approximation
works in different applications of NBP. Moreover, hardware
implementation could be useful in order to more precisely
analyse how communication affects the energy consumption.
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Fig. 1. Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between approximated belief and
particle-based belief w.r.t. number of mixture components.
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Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the position error for
different approximations (with or without censoring).
TABLE I
N UMBER OF TRANSMITTED PACKAGES (Npack ) FOR DIFFERENT
APPROXIMATIONS .

•

Package

Npack

message

7650

belief (without approx.)

3000

belief (5-mix approx.)

120

belief (5-mix approx. and censoring)

64

Censoring decreases the number of packages nearly to
half, in our case. In it expected, especially because of
neglectable transmission in the first and last iteration, and
also because of the censoring of the beliefs in iteration
4 (in which there are a lot of similar beliefs to previous
iteration).
V. C ONCLUSIONS

In this article, we proposed a novel approach to reduce communication overhead for NBP-based cooperative localization.
This approach enable the use of NBP in low-cost applications,
in which the battery life is critical. Our approach decreases
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